SPeaking of Mathematics Education: Productive Conversations with Families

February 25th · Bill McCallum · President and CEO
Illustrative Mathematics and University of Arizona
Distinguished Professor on leave · Standards and Curriculum: What's the difference?

March 24th · Suzanne Wilson · NEAG Endowed Professor of Education, University of Connecticut ·
How can we learn from the history of efforts to improve U. S. mathematics education?

April 28th · Deborah Ball · Dean, School of Education, University of Michigan · The Mathematical Work of Teaching

May 19th · Peggy Brookins · President and CEO
NBPTS and Mathematics Instructor, "Educating All Students"

WHO?
Teachers
State/District Math Specialists
School Math Coaches

WHEN?
Thursday Evenings
7pm – 8pm Eastern

WHERE?
Watch the session live from your computer and participate in the Q&A after each talk or catch the recording and watch at your convenience!

COST
$75 for all 4 sessions
Or
$25 per session

SIGN UP AT
store.illustrativemathematics.org